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ABSTRACT

In breaking, which features two dancers breakdancing
against each other to the rhythm of music remixed by a
disc jockey (DJ), it is important to match the technique to
the timing of the music beat generated by a DJ. However,
it is difficult for many in an audience to judge whether the
timing is correct. We developed a real-time future-rhythm
visualizer that superimposes in real time visualized video
of beats from the past to the future of the music remixed
by a DJ on the live broadcast video of breaking. However,
the timing of the two does not match due to transmission
and equipment delays when the video camera is captur-
ing video and the computer is playing visualization video.
Therefore, we made it possible to adjust the timing by
changing the position of the object representing the present
time. The visualizer was used at the All-Japan Breaking
National Championships recorded by NHK, a national TV
station in Japan.

1. INTRODUCTION

Breaking, an official competition of the Paris Olympics,
features two dancers breakdancing against each other to
the rhythm of music remixed by a disc jockey (DJ). The DJ
uses two turntables to play multiple musical pieces while
switching between them. The DJ then adds accents to the
music by scratching the turntable.

Freezing while performing tricks, such as inverted stands,
in perfect time with the rhythm generated by the DJ is
called "kill the beat" and is the highlight of the competi-
tion, as it requires a high level of skill. Most of the audi-
ence at a breaking venue have experienced breaking, and
they become very excited when they see a successful kill
the beat.

However, viewers who are watching breaking for the first
time have trouble judging the success of a kill the beat on
TV or video. Therefore, we developed a real-time future-
rhythm visualizer that displays the future rhythm of the
music being remixed by the DJ.

Several methods were proposed to automatically generate
a setlist for DJs to prepare before remixing [1–3]. An au-
tomated DJ-mixing system was also proposed [4] as well
as a method for smoothly crossfading from one piece to
another [5].
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While these studies [1–5] intended to automate the DJ’s
work or assist the DJ, our study is intended to assist
the breaking audience through visualization. Rhythm vi-
sualization helps the audience understand if the rhythm
matches the timing of the moves. Visualization will also
enable the hearing impaired to understand the timing of
the rhythm and enjoy breaking.

Our visualizer was used on February 2024 at the All
Japan Breaking Championships recorded by the Japan
Broadcasting Corporation (NHK), a national TV station
in Japan (Fig. 1). The recorded video can be viewed on
NHK’s website.

Figure 1. Live recording by NHK of our real-time future-
rhythm visualizer

2. VISUALIZATION OF FUTURE RHYTHMS

In breaking, dancers improvise to the pieces remixed by the
DJ, so it is not disclosed in advance which pieces will be
used. Many pieces used by DJs include local tempo change
because they make new pieces remixed from old pieces.
The tempo of a piece can be changed by operating the DJ
mixer. The DJ can also manipulate the disc to temporarily
stop a piece or stretch or shorten a sound. Therefore, it is
difficult to visualize future rhythms in music remixed by
DJs.

2.1 Future Rhythms are Unpredictable

It is difficult to predict future rhythms of music remixed
by DJs because changes are added to the music as the
disc is manipulated. Therefore, we receive all pieces used
by DJs, analyze them, and generate rhythm-visualization
source videos. The sound and video are played back in
sync by creating a link between the pieces and source video
on the DJ software (Fig. 2) [6]. The rhythm-visualization
source video consists of long bars representing down beats
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and short bars representing up beats, which scroll verti-
cally depending on time. The interval between the bars is
constant, and the scrolling speed varies depending on the
tempo. When the DJ increases the playback tempo of the
music, the playback speed of the video also increases; thus,
the speed at which the bars scroll vertically increases.

HDMI out

DJ’s Computer
Source video

Figure 2. Sound and video are played back in sync

2.2 Appropriate Musical Analysis

The up and down beats can be obtained through artificial
intelligence (AI) analysis. However, simple analysis by the
AI sometimes results in the up and down beats being re-
versed, depending on the timbre of the instrument or other
factors. Therefore, we added a musical analysis to our vi-
sualizer to solve the problem of up and down beats being
reversed [7–10].

3. REAL-TIME AND NON-REAL-TIME RHYTHM
VISUALIZATION

The broadcast video produced by NHK includes delays as
it passes through selectors that integrate multiple cameras
and switchers that superimpose information, etc. The dis-
tance between the cameras and broadcast room at NHK
Hall, the venue of the Championships, was more than 100
meters, which causes transmission delays. Our visualizer
also needs to send information from the DJ booth to the
broadcast room, which causes delays.

3.1 Adjust Current Timing Indicator

Due to these delays, the timing between the dance video
by NHK and the rhythm-visualization video from the DJ’s
computer is shifted. Therefore, we can adjust the posi-
tion of the rhythm-visualization output video by adding a
line indicating the current time on the source video later in
the program so that the timing of the dance video and the
rhythm-visualization output video are aligned (Fig. 3).

3.2 Animation for Current Timing

Adding an effect, such as a color change or animation,
when the up or down beat bars pass the current timing
makes the timing easier for the viewer to understand. How-
ever, a video with effects added in advance cannot be cre-
ated because the timing and position change depending
on the delay in the previous item. Therefore, we devel-
oped a program for our visualizer that analyzes the rhythm-
visualization video being played, reads the bar positions,
and adds effects at the appropriate time.

Current timing indicator

(white line)

Source video Output video

Animation for current timing

Scratch indicator

Figure 3. Sound and output video

4. SCRATCHING VISUALIZATION

Two turntables are connected to the DJ mixer, and the DJ
software can be used to set the pieces assigned to each
turntable. When using the DJ software, a vinyl record, in
which sine waves with different phases are recorded on the
left and right sides of the vinyl record, is placed on the
turntable. The DJ software receives the rotation informa-
tion of the turntable from the digital vinyl system (DVS)
signal generated by the vinyl record. The DJ software then
receives the turntable rotation information from the gener-
ated DVS signal.

4.1 Detection of Turntable Rotation

Because DVS signals are analog signals, we branch them
out, receive them at an audio interface, and analyze them
to determine the rotation per minute of both the left and
right turntables. Specifically, accelerating the turntable in-
creases the frequency, and decelerating the turntable de-
creases the frequency. Because the DVS signal is a stereo
signal and is out of phase between left and right, it can also
detect whether the rotation is forward or reverse depending
on which waveform arrives first.

4.2 Detection of Crossfader

DJ mixers have a crossfader, which is used for a swap be-
tween two pieces or for adding scratching sounds. Scratch-
ing is a technique in which a turntable is operated to rub
the other turntable during the playback of a certain piece
to emphasize the rhythm with the sound generated. The
crossfader can then be moved slightly to the turntable on
the side that is being scratched to mix both the playback
and scratch sounds.

Many DJs are constantly performing scratching opera-
tions on turntables with the crossfader closed and no sound
coming out, and they open the crossfader to output the
scratching sound when necessary timing. Therefore, to de-
tect scratches, we need to detect not only the rotation of
the turntable but also the position of the crossfader.

Many models of DJ mixers that can be connected to a
computer via a universal serial bus (USB) cable use Mu-
sical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) signals for com-
munication. Some DJ mixer models that are equipped with
two USB ports for DJ alternation can receive the USB sig-
nal flowing through the port in use on the other USB port.
Therefore, the MIDI signal is analyzed, and the crossfader
position is extracted.



When a scratch is detected, a scratch indicator is dis-
played. Since the fader moving distance and the rotation
speed at the time of a scratch vary greatly from DJ to DJ,
the threshold for judging a scratch is manually changed for
each DJ.

5. VISUALIZATION LAYOUT AND COLORS

The visualization layout was determined with reference to
the NHK broadcast video from the previous year’s com-
petition. The entire screen is 1080 pixels in height and
2048 pixels in width, as 2024’s broadcast was planned in
2K resolution. The dancers were displayed in the center of
the screen, and various displays, such as program names,
athlete names, and judgment results, were superimposed
on the top and bottom of the screen. Therefore, it was de-
cided to use a vertical display on the left edge so as not to
interfere with the displayed dancers.

Of the 550 vertical pixels, approximately 440 are used
to display rhythms from the future to the present, and the
remainder are used to display past rhythms. The current
timing indicator is displayed at the current position but can
be moved up 20 pixels and down 20 pixels to absorb the
delay. The current portion from the future is brightened
and the past portion is darkened to draw attention to the
future rhythm. The bar spacing was designed so that four
down beats and four up beats are displayed (Fig. 4).
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Figure 4. Layout of visualization area

The colors of the bars were selected with reference to the
Tokyo Metropolitan Government’s universal design guide-
lines [11], so that even people with diverse color vision can
easily distinguish between down beat and up beat by color.

6. GENERATION OF VISUALIZATION SOURCE
VIDEO

We received 300 copyright-free pieces from DJs perform-
ing at the competition, and generated visualization source
videos for all of them.

6.1 Beat-timing Data

Music acoustic signals were analyzed to generate beat-
timing data. Since many of the pieces had fluctuating tem-
pos, tempo detection was executed from the audio data
using the music-production software Logic Pro’s Smart
Tempo. For pieces with a beat per minute (BPM) higher

than 130, the BPM was multiplied by 0.5. For pieces with
a BPM of 64 or less, the BPM was set to 2 times. This is
to prevent large changes, such as doubling or halving the
speed of the bars in the visualization results, when the DJ
smoothly connects from one piece to another.

MIDI messages representing the down-beat and upbeat
were then written to each tempo-adjusted measure. When
Logic Pro’s Smart Tempo analysis did not produce the ex-
pected results, manual tempo adjustments were made.

6.2 Visualization Source Video Recorder

Beat-timing data are played back in Logic Pro to output
MIDI messages representing the up and down beats and
MIDI timing codes. We built a system to read those signals
and record visualization source videos.

Figure 1 shows the system configuration. The hardware
consists of a combination of non-special equipment. The
visualization source video generated by computer (Mac
Studio) is output via High-Definition Multimedia Interface
(HDMI), which is then recorded by an HDMI capture de-
vice connected to the computer via USB-C.
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Figure 5. Visualization-source-video recorder

MIDI messages representing the up and down beats
played by Logic Pro and MIDI timing codes are sent to the
capture and visualization programs we built via a virtual
MIDI device, a standard function of Mac OS.

The visualization program displays a bar on the screen
when it receives a MIDI message indicating the up or down
beat and changes the scrolling speed on the basis of the
BPM information received by the MIDI timing code. In
other words, the interval between bars is constant and the
scrolling speed changes with the BPM.

The capture program starts recording when it receives a
MIDI message and stops recording when no more MIDI
messages are received.

We tried several HDMI capture devices, but those that
execute hardware encoding when capturing video, such



as Blackmagic Design’s UltraStudio 4K Extream, do not
have a constant delay between receiving the start of record-
ing signal and actual start of recording, making it diffi-
cult to synchronize the start timing of the piece and video.
However, Blackmagic Design’s UltraStudio Recorder 3G,
which encodes in software, had almost constant latency, so
we decided to use it. The capture devices were controlled
using the Decklink software development kit (SDK) from
Blackmagic Design [12].

All the visualization source videos were generated in
batch processing using Automatar, a standard function of
Mac OS.

7. IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 6 shows an overview of our visualizer. We aimed
to achieve the visualizer by combining general-purpose
equipment without using special equipment. Turntables
rotation information is obtained by branching the audio
cable that connects the turntable to the mixer and by in-
putting it to the audio interface connected by a USB cable
to a computer (Mac mini). The USB cable is connected
between the mixer and Mac mini to acquire the crossfader
position. The Mac mini then detects the scratch from the
rotation and crossfader information, which is then trans-
mitted to the computer (Mac Studio) via MIDI signals.
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Figure 6. Overview of our real-time future rhythm visual-
izer

The video of the rhythm-visualization output from the
computer used by a DJ is captured with Mac Studio, and
image analysis is executed to detect when the bar passes

the pixel set as current. Mac Studio then draws the scratch
and animation of the bar as it passes.

Finally, the video drawn with Mac Studio and the rhythm-
visualization video are captured with a Windows machine
to generate the fill video and key video for the video com-
position.

The distance from the DJ booth to the broadcast room in
NHK Hall (Fig. 7) was more than 100 meters, the details of
the line between the booth and broadcast room are omitted
from Fig. 6. For serial digital interface (SDI) transmission,
we used the optical transmission equipment provided by
NHK Hall, but it was SDI (3G-SDI) up to HD resolution.
Since the output of the SDI converter was 4K-SDI (12G
SDI), it was converted from 12G to 3G using an SDI down
converter before transmission. MIDI transmission was ex-
ecuted by connecting an small form-factor pluggable (SFP)
transceiver to a standard LEMO [13] fiber optic cable for
the TV camera to construct a 10G-base network and using
Network MIDI, a standard Mac function.

Our equipment

Figure 7. Our equipment in broadcast room in NHK Hall

8. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our visualizer was used at the Japan Breaking Champi-
onships in February 2024. Since the superimposed visual-
ization video will be recorded live, we carefully checked
the visualization source video in advance. Absorption of
transmission delays was adjusted on site as it depended on
the hall’s equipment.

8.1 Video Screening

Using the system described in a previous study 6.2, 300 vi-
sualization source videos were exported in batch process-
ing. The exported videos were manually screened, and half
had problems. There were two causes of these problems:
a timing error at the start of recording and image distor-
tion. For the timing error, there was a blank space at the
beginning of the video or the video started in the middle.
For image distortion, the color of the bars was not uniform
and there were unnecessary lines. After repeated export-
ing of the images with abnormalities and manual screen-
ing, all images with no abnormalities were generated after
the eighth export.



8.2 Timing Screening

Although the timing of the exported visualization source
video should be correct in principle, it was manually ver-
ified: 10 arbitrary pieces were selected out of the 300
pieces, and the visualization source video of the piece was
tacked onto Logic Project and visually verified by a mu-
sic and video expert. We confirmed that the timing was
correct for all ten pieces, even after slow playback. For
ten different pieces, the DJ software Serato [6] was used to
create a link between the song and video, and the timing
was visually checked while changing the BPM.

8.3 Absorption of Transmission and Equipment
Delays

The video received from NHK was switched from multiple
camera synchronized by time code. However, the sound on
stage, the emcee’s voice on stage, and the sounds remixed
by the DJ were recorded by microphones. Synchronization
of the video and sound was lip-synced by NHK using the
voice and video of the emcee during rehearsals. The video
was recorded after the rhythm-visualization video was su-
perimposed on that video. When the recorded video was
checked during slow playback, it was found that the visu-
alization video was delayed by two frames at 59.94 frames
per second. We then moved the current timing indicator
down 20 pixels and re-recorded it; therefore, the visualized
video and sound from NHK were synchronized.

9. CONCLUSIONS

We developed a real-time future-rhythm visualizer to visu-
alize the music remixed by DJs in real time. The visual-
izer was used at the All-Japan Breaking National Cham-
pionships and recorded by NHK, a national TV station in
Japan. The recorded video can be viewed on NHK’s web-
site.
https://www.nhk.jp/p/ts/9WXX8RKJVY/
movie/ (access from Japan only).

When 20 people who viewed the recorded video were
asked for their opinions, 18 said they enjoyed watching it,
and 14 said "Kill the beat" was easy to understand.

The data generation and screening process involved a
large amount of manual work, which we plan to pipeline
and automate. In visualization-source-video export, there
is currently a trade-off between timing error and image dis-
tortion. HDMI capture with software encoding has fewer
timing errors but more image distortion. However, HDMI
capture with hardware encoding has more timing errors but
less image distortion. We plan to investigate ways to re-
duce both types of errors by using multiple machines and
conduct more detailed experiments.
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